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By the early 1940s, the Denver & 
Rio Grande Western was already 
planning to replace its steam lo-

comotives, which were then considered 
obsolete, with modern diesel locos on 
its main line from Denver via Glenwood 
Springs, Grand Junction, Soldier Sum-
mit and Provo to Salt Lake City. Famous 
trains at the time, such as the “Califor-
nia Zephyr” or the “Rio Grande Zephyr”, 
traveled along this challenging moun-
tainous route, which ran from Denver at 
an altitude of around 5,249 feet into the 
Rocky Mountains up to the famous Mof-

fat Tunnel measuring 6 7⁄32 miles long 
at 9,186 feet above sea level and Soldier 
Summit at 7,546 feet above sea level at 
an average incline of 2 percent. These 
were luxury trains with seating cars, 
sleeping cars, dining cars as well as ob-
servation cars and offered every imag-
inable comfort for travelers. This led to 
the idea of using modern and powerful 
diesel locos to haul these trains.

As a relatively small railroad compa-
ny, the D&RGW naturally did not have 
access to the same options as one of 
the large companies such as the Union 
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The express train of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad

Through the  
Rocky mountains  
with diesel power

LGB fan Roland Gempe loves American 
landscapes. This F7 train was  

photographed on his indoor layout.
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with diesel traction at the end of the 
1940s. The F7 was a technical evolution 
of the predecessor series F3, which was 
first delivered in 1946. It benefited from 
a reinforced generator and improved 
electrical equipment. In this case, an 

Pacific or the Santa Fe, so it acquired 
model F7 diesel locomotives from EMD 
(Electro-Motive Division, the locomo-
tive engineering division of General Mo-
tors). These locos were actually designed 
as freight locomotives to succeed the 
F3 units from the 1930s, but several of 
them were equipped with a heating boil-
er for supplying energy to the train and 
put into service hauling express trains. 
This was also the case with the 43 A and  
40 B-units ordered by the D&RGW with 
the result that the famous trains on the 
main line were already being hauled 

EMD model 567 diesel engine generated 
around 1,500 horsepower. The numbers 
“567” denote the displacement of 567 cu-
bic inches per cylinder, which amounts 
to 2.5 gallons. This meant that an engine 
with 16 cylinders boasted an impressive 
displacement of almost 40 gallons. As 
was normally the case at that time in the 
US, it was a slow running two-stroke en-
gine that was not particularly powerful, 
but reliable and virtually indestructible. 
Flange-mounted was the traction gener-
ator, which supplied direct current to the 
four traction motors. This is what is ∑ P
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The express train of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad

Through the  
Rocky mountains  
with diesel power

7

Displacement is 
everything! 

US workhorse 
with 39 gallons: 

The EMD F7
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d&RGW F7A diesel  
locomoTive

known as a diesel-electric loco, which contrasts with the 
diesel-hydraulic design widely used by the German Federal  
Railroad (DB) for many years. The battery compartment and 
the fuel tank with a capacity of 1,321 gallons were located be-
tween the trucks. In terms of design, the loco was in keeping 
with contemporary tastes and all components were enclosed 
beneath the streamlined self-supporting superstructure.

Compared with the steam locos of the era, diesel locomotives 
were relatively inefficient, which meant that trains were very 
rarely hauled by a single locomotive. The use of at least two if not 
three, or even four units was the norm. Since it naturally made 
no sense to have an expensive cab on all locomotives, the man-
ufacturer produced A-units with a cab at one end and B-units, 

which were cabless designs. Large cross-country express trains 
– which sometimes consisted of up to 20 cars – could often be 
seen hauled by groups of two A-units and one or two B-units. 
These loco combinations generated up to 6,000 horsepower and 
naturally had no difficulty pulling the long trains through the 
Rocky Mountains, especially as the new four-axle streamliners 
were themselves no longer as heavy as their steel predecessors.

The streamliners: cars equipped with every modern conve-
nience

These cars were also products of the early 1940s, but they incor-
porated many features that only became standard in Germany 

HiGHliGHTs
D & RGW F7A diesel locomotive, era III, item 20578   

1   Two powerful, ball-bearing 
 Bühler motors, traction tires

2  mfx/dcc digital decoder

 engineer’s cab doors open3

 
4  numerous lighting functions such as high beam  
 or mars light

5  electric socket for connecting the B-unit

6  Length over buffers 24 1⁄64 inches
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decades later in some cases: All cars were 
equipped with air conditioning, there was 
a dome car with a viewing platform, interi-
ors were generally very luxurious with ad-
justable seats, a dining car and a special ob-
servation car at the end of the train, which 
boasted a saloon compartment in its round-
ed end. On these cars and American express 
trains, the logo of the railroad company or 
the train was displayed at the end of the 
train. It was referred to as the “drumhead”, 
due to its resemblance to a small drum from 
a drum set. On the important express ∑ 
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trains, it was illuminated while lesser trains or narrow-gauge 
railways might only display an enameled metal plate.

Common to all car types were the heavy-duty “swan neck” 
truck designs, also referred to as Pennsylvania trucks in  
the US. As a result, the cars offered excellent ride comfort 
even on poorly laid rails. This was important because, even 
at this stage, railroad companies were starting to notice in-
creased competition from aircraft and passenger cars. The car 
structures were usually made from stainless steel. Many rail-

road companies retained this elegant, metallic-silver look on 
their cars. Not so the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad, 
which painted the window band of the cars in a bright yellow 
with a narrow black stripe along the bottom. Aspen Gold – as 
this yellow color was called – recalls the aspen trees in the 
mountains of Colorado, whose leaves turn to this golden yel-
low shade during the Indian summer in the fall. The locos in 
service during the 1960s also featured this paint scheme with 
the single black stripe.

Almost as comfortable as the prototypes with interior fittings and lighting: Two passenger cars (item 36572/36573), a dome car 
(item 36574), a dining car (item 36575), a baggage (item 36576), and an observation car (item 36577). 
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even with just one A-unit: sophisticated digital equipment delivers impressive sound and lighting functions 
LGB already offered numerous F7 and streamliner models in the color schemes of many different railroad companies, but 
has received repeated requests from garden railway fans for d&RGw Railroad versions. well, their wishes were finally ful-
filled at the international Toy Fair 2017 in nuremberg, Germany: The loco was presented in the traditional yellow and silver 
color scheme. 
however, not only has the color been updated, but also technology. in addition to the familiar ball-bearing Bühler motors 
– one in every truck – the A-unit was equipped with an mfx/dcc sound decoder for numerous light and sound functions in 
digital operation. This means that users can not only enjoy the sonorous sound of the large two-stroke engine, but also other 
sounds such as the bell or whistle as well as various light functions including headlights, the long-distance headlights – also 
called “high beam” in the us. The sound of the diesel engine can also be activated in analog mode, as can the whistle and 
bell, which can be triggered by reed switches using the supplied sound activating magnets. unlike earlier models, the sound 
decoder and loudspeaker are now fully integrated in the A-unit so modelers can enjoy full sound functionality with just a 
single A-unit (item 20578). however, most garden railroad fans will want to couple a second A-unit and this is not a problem. 
A second loco (item number 20579) is available with a different road number. This means that both locos can be operated 
with 4 motors together as double traction from the controller. This powerhouse has nothing to fear from trains regardless of 
length. naturally, a separately available B-unit (item 20588) can be added to both locos: This is equipped with an additional 
loudspeaker that can be powered by one of the A-units, thus guaranteeing added acoustic enjoyment.

six prototypical streamliners from lGB also represent Us railroad ride comfort on the d&RGW
needless to say, matching cars for these locos are available. on the one hand, there are two number variants of the nor-
mal seating cards (item 36572/36573), naturally with a fully detailed interiors and interior lighting with electrical pick-ups 
via ball-bearing wheel sets. The detailed paint finish and lettering on all available cars are worthy of particular mention. 
An indispensable part of an American express train is the observation car, the dome car (item 36574), naturally also with 
a fully detailed interior and interior lighting. up to now, a streamliner dining car has not been offered. however, it is now 
available as item number 36575 – equipped with a matching interior including a kitchen, a dining area, and interior lighting. 
The baggage car (item 36576) is a completely new design. it too features a detailed interior with internal walls and interior 
lighting. Last but not least, the essential end car, or observation car, which always runs at the end of the train and has an 
observation compartment at its rounded end (item 36577). it also comes with complete interior details and interior light-
ing as standard. Particularly striking features of this attractive car are the lighted drumhead and the red tail light at the 
rear. As a result, the rear view is absolutely identical to that of the prototype.
This means that LGB fans can now assemble impressive trains measuring over 19 11 ⁄ 16 feet long consisting of 3 locos and 6 
cars on their garden railroads. Trains of this type – hauled by the F7 powerhouses – running along the gradients of a gar-
den layout will recreate the look of the california zephyr as it negotiated the curves from denver up to the moffat Tunnel 
or through the colorado river valley to Glenwood springs and on via soldier summit to salt Lake city – a journey that one 
can still travel to this day on board an Amtrak train bearing the same name. even if the spectacular landscape remains the 
same – the luxury and ambiance on board the legendary d&RGw train remains absolutely unique.

THe F7 And sTReAmlineR models

Aspen Yellow: The color of the d&RGw train reflects 
with prototypical accuracy the strikingcolor of the 
aspen trees during the indian summer in colorado.




